**WE’VE GOT IT COVERED**

**MOPAR® HITCH RECEIVER PLUG.** Helps protect your vehicle’s hitch opening from the elements. Includes a retention strap and features the Mopar® Brand logo. [82208455AB]

**CARPET FLOOR MAT for Bucket/Swivel Seating.** [82214968]

**CARPET FLOOR MAT for Bench Seating.** [82213888AB]

**RAM HITCH RECEIVER PLUG.** Helps protect your vehicle’s hitch opening from the elements. Features the Ram’s Head logo. [82208454AB]

**ALL-WEATHER MAT for Bucket/Swivel Seating.** [82213967AB – Front | 82213965AC – Rear]

**ALL-WEATHER MAT for Bench Seating.** [82213887AD]

**WE’VE GOT IT COVERED**

**PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS.** These Black premium, substantial and durable mats are constructed with a superior-gripping and granulated backing to help keep them in place, and easily remove for cleaning. Mats are available for all seating configurations.

**ALL-WEATHER MATS.** These Black moulded, custom-fit mats feature deep grooves to trap and hold water, snow and mud, protecting your floor from the elements. Mats feature the ProMaster® logo and are available for all seating configurations.

**LED CARGO-AREA LIGHTS.** Shine a little light on the job at hand. State-of-the-art LED lighting comes in easy-to-mount strips that illuminate the rear cargo area. Count on easy installation with long-term benefits. Sold as a set of two. [82214239]

**CARGO-AREA FLOOR COVERING.** Protect your cargo and give your vehicle an extra touch of comfort and capability. Made of crack-resistant, heavy-duty rubber, the covering comes custom-made for the exact length of your ProMaster Cargo Van, and is the answer when you’re transporting upper-grade cargo. Spray-on floor liner also available at time of vehicle order. Ask your Ram salesperson for more information. [82213903 – 118” WB | 82213904 – 136” WB | 82213905 – 159” WB | 82213902 – 159X” WB]

**HITCH RECEIVER.** (1) Two-inch Hitch Receiver allows your vehicle to tow up to 2,313 kg (5,100 lb) when properly equipped, and includes Receiver Plug. Hitch-Ball and Ball-Mount Adapter sold separately. [82213897AB]

**TRAILER TOW WIRING HARNESS.** (1) Easily bridges the gap between your ProMaster model and the trailer. Combined 4-pin and 7-way plug is easy to retrofit and contributes to more convenient movement when loading and unloading. All mounting hardware is included. [82213930AE]

**7-WAY ROUND TRAILER CONNECTOR.** Durable, long-lasting and housed in non-rusting aluminum, this new 7-way round connector makes trailering a breeze. Easy to install and conforms to standard plug-in design. [82401217]

---

(1) Check User Guide for hitch type, load capacity and heavy-duty equipment required. Do not exceed the rated capacity of the vehicle as equipped. Trailer may require items not supplied by Mopar.
**SIDE STEP.** This Side Step adds functionality and convenience with an anti-slip surface that ensures solid footing. (82214498AB)

**REARVIEW MIRROR WITH BACK-UP CAMERA.** (3)(4) Built-in 3.5-inch monitor sees licence plate-mounted rear-camera view when in Reverse. (82214220)

**COLD WEATHER GRILLE COVER.** Cover features four individual air-intake openings to direct airflow in the most beneficial manner. Advantages include flaps that open and close, prevention of snow and ice buildup, and easier removal of snow and ice when necessary. (82213843AC)

**FOG LIGHTS.** (2) Designed specifically for your Ram ProMaster® and to undercut inclement weather and minimize glare. Fog Lights are integrated into the fascia opening. (82214048)

**SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS.** Acrylic, tinted Side Window Air Deflectors follow the contours of the windows and allow them to be open, yet during inclement weather. (82214034AC)

**A. REAR WINDOW GUARD.** Guards combine the best of both worlds, keeping valuables secure inside while allowing the driver the ability to see what's outside. Made of industrial-grade steel, Ram ProMaster® Rear Window Guards bolt directly into the door frame providing glass protection and security for the rear cargo compartment. Available in Black powder-coat. (82214037AB)

**B. CARGO RACK KITS.** Indispensable for cargo organization, the ProMaster Cargo Rack Kits are custom designed for each body length of ProMaster Cargo Van models. Kits feature robust steel shelf construction and are easily adjustable and carry the load times after time. (82214745 – 118” WB | 82214747 – 136” WB | 82214746 – 159” WB | 82214738 – 159X” WB)

**C. REAR STEP.** This Rear Step adds functionality and convenience. Bolts quickly and securely to the rear frame crossmember with an anti-slip surface that ensures solid footing. (82214498AB)

**D. B- AND D-PILLAR GRAB HANDLES.** Robust handles mount to the side and rear pillars of your vehicle for safe and easy entry and exit when loading and unloading. All mounting hardware is included. (82214304 – B | 82214221 – D)

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

* Late availability. * Check province and local regulations on installation and use. * This is a driver convenience system, not a substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware of their surroundings and be prepared to take corrective action to avoid collisions. * Can only be used to replace base-model mirrors.
TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN’T PASS UP

**WHEEL LOCK KIT.** Designed to offer maximum protection against tire and wheel theft without affecting wheel balance, this kit includes four lug nuts and a special fitting key.

**ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT.** Be prepared, not surprised. This DOT-compliant kit provides effective supplies for emergency preparedness. Kit includes three roadside reflective triangles, 10-BC fire extinguisher, safety flags and fuse kit.

**LOCKING GAS CAP.** Guard against theft or contamination of fuel with this easy to install and use kit. Kit includes a Black quick on/off, quarter-turn locking gas cap and two keys.

**DUFFLE BAG.** This form-fitting, heavy-duty, large bag organizes your gear with three pockets and features the Ram’s Head logo.

**RAM TOOL CADDIE.** This heavy-duty, hard-walled open carrier keeps all your tools organized with multiple interior compartments to hold everything you need. And when set on soft surfaces, the reversed Ram logo on the bottom will leave an impression.

**RAM COOLER BAG.** It's flexible for ease of use—and for storing food and beverages. Smartly insulated, this specialized cooler is an all-around favorite from jobsite to beachside parties.

**ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES:** Master Shield® Protection Products, Premium Vehicle-Care Products and Trailering Accessories.

**ELECTRONIC VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM (EVTS).** It’s a fact: time is of the essence when it comes to stolen vehicle recovery. The Mopar EVTS, powered by Guidepoint, utilizes a nationwide GPS tracking system that not only tracks 24/7 to keep track of your vehicle, but also helps recover your vehicle in the event of a theft. Optional upgrade plans include Emergency Service Dispatch, Family Access Security Fence, Accident/Depature Notification, Excessive Speed Notification, Traffic Map of Past Locations and much more. Features such as setting speed and distance parameters with text alerts, unlimited online tracking and full concierge service are also offered.

**REMOTE START.** Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from a distance with the touch of a button. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system.

**TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN’T PASS UP**

**MOPAR®, PHONE.** It helps simplify driving by letting you keep your eyes on the road and your hands on the wheel. Mopar. Phone is an in-vehicle, voice-activated communication system that allows you to speak to your Bluetooth® compatible phone virtually hands-free. Call contacts in your phone’s address book— just by saying their name.

Not all part numbers shown. See retailer for additional part numbers by vehicle application.

1 Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control. Only use while vehicle is parked and other obstructions, even with voice-commands, where it is safe to do so. Voice controls of phone require a Bluetooth® compatible phone. Phone must support Bluetooth® Phone Access Profile (PAP). Bluetooth® is a registered trademark owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and licensed to the Bluetooth holders by InterDigital, Inc. Not all phones supported. Updated technology provided by InterDigital, Inc. Full details available at www.guidepointsystems.com (login required). Optional features subject to additional fees. *Check phone call and text laws on the use of interior stations.

2 Guidepoint subscriptions governed by Guidepoint, terms and conditions available at www.guidepointsystems.com (login required). Optional features subject to additional fees. *Check phone call and text laws on the use of interior stations.